The approach initialized in [1] , [2] is used for description and analysis of qubits, geometric phase parameters -things critical in the area of topological quantum computing [3] , [4] . The used tool, Geometric (Clifford) Algebra [5], [6] , is the most convenient formalism for that case. Generalizations of formal "complex plane" to an arbitrary variable plane in 3D, and of usual Hopf fibration to the map generated by an arbitrary unit value element 0 g   3
Introduction
The working environment will be even subalgebra I is a unit size oriented area, bivector, in an arbitrary given plane 3 E S  . It was explained in [7] , [8] is an arbitrary plane. Traditional "imaginary unit" i is geometrically some S I when it is not necessary to specify the containing plane -everything is going on in one fixed plane, not in 3D world. ,   2  1  3  1  3  2  3  2  1  2  1  3  1  3  2  3 
Rotations with elements of
3. Quantum mechanical qubits and elements of 
G
A pure qubit state in terms of conventional quantum mechanics is two dimensional unit value vector with "complex" value components: 
So we get correspondence:
Actually, the number of such maps is infinite because "complex" plane can be an arbitrary plane in 3D.
Take arbitrary mutually orthogonal unit bivectors   3  3  2  2  1  1  3  3  2  2 
, and the correspondence is:
we have the following mappings: All that means that to recover, or establish, which  
necessary, firstly, to define which plane in 3D should be taken as "complex" plane and then to choose another plane, orthogonal to the first one. The third orthogonal plane is then defined by the first two up to orientation that formally means 
Measurement of observable
C
Qubit states in
This is the actual meaning of quantum mechanical basis states: 
Value of observable
We get the following: Let's take transformation: 7. Geometric evolution.
Measurement of observable
With explicitly defined variable "imaginary unit" many things become not just more informative but also much simpler. As an example take the  3 G variant of geometric evolution derived in usual quantum mechanical approach through holonomy (see, for example, [4] ).
Transformation (6.1) can be straightforwardly generalized to:
